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Written by an experienced team of experts, this new reference work offers the most up-to-date

coverage available of building, surveying, and civil engineering terms. It boasts more than 9,800

alphabetically arranged entries covering the key areas of construction technology and practice, civil

and construction engineering, construction management techniques and processes, and legal

aspects such as contracts and procurement. Illustrations complement entries where necessary.

Other extra features include a bibliography, appendices providing a list of commonly used

conventions, formula and symbols, and web links which are listed and regularly updated on a

companion website.
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I got this dictionary for the PE Construction test; I used it a few times to look up definitions while I

was studying and I could not find any of the words (about 7-10) . Considering this is a construction

dictionary, I expected it to be more thorough. Nonetheless, I decided to take it to the test and I got

an answer correct on the test thanks to it..All in all, this dictionary is lacking and needs work from

the authors and publisher. Considering the price point, it may be a decent back up reference; but

beware that you may not find what your are looking for when you really need it..

I'm a CIvil/Structural engineer and this book lacks a lot of terms that I look for in it.[Edit] It doesn't



include "Rough Opening" and the definition of "Soffit" is not what is commonly accepted in the USA.

It does include british definitions such as "rubbish" and "Royal Institute of British Architects.All in all,

if you're not in the UK, this book is "rubbish".

This dictionary definitely helped me out when I could not remember or had never heard of a term on

the PE Civil exam. Highly recommend taking it into the exam. Better to have it and not need it than

need it and not have it.

I bought this for the PE exam (Civil, Transportation). I ended up looking up a few terms in this book

during the exam. Some terms weren't in the book, but one question was asking for a definition and

that term was in the book. I was glad to have the book on the exam. There are potentially more

inclusive dictionaries out there, but for the price this is a good reference for the PE exam.

it is super helpful dictionary, explain some useful and confusing terms related to civil engineering.

Common terms used in engineering in design or analysis are absent from this book. Find another

one.
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